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Plant pests and diseases impact both food security and natural ecosystems, and the
impact has been accelerated in recent years due to several confounding factors. The glo-
balisation of trade has moved pests out of natural ranges, creating damaging epidemics
in new regions. Climate change has extended the range of pests and the pathogens they
vector. Resistance to agrochemicals has made pathogens, pests, and weeds more diffi-
cult to control. Early detection is critical to achieve effective control, both from a biose-
curity as well as an endemic pest perspective. Molecular diagnostics has revolutionised
our ability to identify pests and diseases over the past two decades, but more recent
technological innovations are enabling us to achieve better pest surveillance. In this
review, we will explore the different technologies that are enabling this advancing capabil-
ity and discuss the drivers that will shape its future deployment.

Introduction
With United Nations figures estimating that the world population is expected to reach almost 10
billion people in 2050 [1], there will be growing demand for food delivered through increased produc-
tion, changes in dietary preferences and improved distribution [2]. Plant pests and diseases pose a sig-
nificant constraint to agricultural productivity, with estimated losses of 1/3 of global yield [3,4].
Climate change, global trade (including internet sales) of plants and plant parts, movement of

people, and changes to agricultural systems are major drivers for plant disease emergence [5–9]. New
and emerging diseases are frequently highly significant as management measures are often not in
place, resulting in devastating consequences for food security and rural economies. For example, the
fall armyworm (FAW) (Spodoptera frugiperda), native to tropical and subtropical regions of the
Americas, was recently introduced to sub-Saharan Africa where it has been estimated to cause yield
losses in maize of 21–53%, worth 2.5–6.1 billion USD annually across 12 countries where maize is the
most widely grown staple food crop [10]. Xylella fastidiosa, a bacterial plant pathogen prevalent across
the United States, was first reported in Europe in 2013 in olive trees in Italy [11]. It is transmitted by
xylem feeding insect vectors and causes diseases in a wide range of hosts including crops such as
grapevine and citrus, trees and ornamental plants [12,13]. X. fastidiosa is a significant threat to agri-
cultural ecosystems, resulting in dramatic changes to landscapes and cultures [9]. Endemic pests can
be as damaging as emerging diseases. For example, late blight disease, caused by Phytophthora infes-
tans, is problematic wherever potato is grown, and losses are estimated at 15% of the global yield,
worth approximately 5 billion Euro annually [14].
Developments in technology, particularly methods based on molecular biology, have improved our

ability to detect and identify pests and pathogens [15] and diagnose the causal agents of disease [16–
18]. Technologies more suited to surveillance and monitoring, on the other hand, have only more
recently seen significant advances. In a biosecurity context, effective surveillance strategies enable early
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detection in new regions, management of eradication strategies and mapping of disease spread, and provide
data on freedom from a pest in support of exclusion zones and containment strategies. For endemic pests,
effective monitoring facilitates the timely deployment of management measures.
In this review, we provide an overview of the currently available technologies that are revolutionizing in-field

plant disease detection and discuss how these technologies can be used individually or in combination to
support biosecurity and pest surveillance. The technical challenges of each technology have been extensively
reviewed previously (for example, [8,19,20]); here we will address deployment of technologies for different
detection scenarios and discuss future research and development directions that could accelerate adoption and
assist surveillance and the prediction and prevention of future plant disease outbreaks.

Remote sensing
Plant disease changes how solar radiation interacts with leaves, canopy, and plant energy balance, which can be
detected with proximal (non-aerial) and remote (aerial) sensing [21,22]. Remote sensing is the use of
non-ground-based imaging systems to obtain information about processes and events on Earth, and is unique
among the detection and diagnostic methods discussed herein in its ability to offer passive monitoring for the
disease at scale, rather than active sampling. Most fields are too large for growers to cost-effectively monitor fre-
quently; remote sensing enables high temporal- and spatial-resolution monitoring that can be used to deploy
high-accuracy ground diagnostics and remediation activities to diseased plants before epidemics emerge.
Broadband and multispectral methods relying primarily on visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) reflectance

indices, such as normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), have been used to sense late-stage plant
disease since the 1980s [23–25]. Despite this long-established proof of concept, plant disease remote sensing
has remained underdeveloped in comparison with other types of agricultural sensing, such as water usage and
monitoring nutrient deficiency. This is because historically accessible datasets have lacked the spatial, temporal,
and/or spectral resolution to facilitate early disease intervention. For example, Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2
imagery can indirectly identify variation suggestive of disease but are non-diagnostic and non-actionable for
most growers due to their coarse spectral and spatial resolutions. Recent advances in remote sensing technolo-
gies, methodologies, and analytics have helped to resolve some of these historical challenges. Commercial satel-
lites, such as Planet Labs and Maxar, for example, now enable frequent, precise returns with high spatial and
temporal resolution with growing spectral resolution and have been recently established to be capable of
disease monitoring [26,27]. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV, or ‘drones’) and low-altitude aircraft are well
established to be capable of disease detection and monitoring, though reliable differentiation and diagnosis
remains challenging [28–32]. Access to these sorts of imagery is now widely available to growers due to the
growing number of service providers offering weekly to sub-weekly imagery satellite, aerial and/or UAV
imagery. Some example providers include Climate Corporation, VineView, Taranis, and Ceres Imaging, with a
multitude of smaller providers offering UAV imagery to niche markets.
The advent of more widely available multi- and narrowband visible to shortwave infrared (SWIR; 400–

2500 nm) proximal and remote sensing has reinvigorated the discipline of plant disease sensing with its newly
established capacity for pre-symptomatic disease detection [32–37] and differentiation [38,39].

Detection of the disease using smartphone image analysis
The combination of imaging, telecommunications and computing technology in modern smartphones has
opened a multiplicity of opportunities for their use as diagnostic tools that can capture, display, and share
results almost instantly. Most types of crop pests and diseases cause visible symptoms that can be recognized
by a trained person, but few such people are accessible to farmers, particularly in the developing world. To
overcome this, a smartphone can be used to capture an image of the symptoms which is then sent via the inter-
net to a platform where human experts can make the diagnosis [40–42]. An alternative strategy is based on
artificial intelligence and machine learning methods that enable direct detection and identification of pests
on-site.
Several free smartphone apps have been developed using these technologies for a wide range of crop/pest

combinations. Leaf Doctor [43] is a system for performing quantitative assessments of plant diseases; Pestoz
(Creotix, India) diagnoses diseases from images of vegetable and crop plants with a primary focus on India;
Plantix (PEAT GmbH, Germany) is a system for diagnosis of diseases, pest damage and nutrient deficiencies
on crops; PlantVillage Nuru [44,45] (Figure 1) is a system for diagnosing viral diseases of cassava and damage
caused by FAWs on maize; and Tumaini (International Center for Tropical Agriculture—CIAT, Colombia) [46]
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is a system for identifying diseases affecting banana plants. These apps also provide a vehicle for delivering
advice for the management of the identified pest. PlantVillage Nuru and Tumaini can be used without an inter-
net connection, which is an invaluable feature when used in remote, rural locations.
Conditions such as the quality and quantity of images used to train the model and the variation and com-

plexity of the disease symptoms can influence the accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) of the diagnostic system
[47]. In-field conditions, such as sunlight, wind and rain, can also affect the accuracy of the diagnosis system.
Mrisho et al. [47] and Ramcharan et al. [45] showed that the in-field accuracy of PlantVillage Nuru using one
leaf (21–59%) was lower than the on-screen accuracy (43–81%). When the number of leaves inspected by
PlantVillage Nuru was increased to six per plant, however, accuracy increased to 93% for cassava mosaic
disease, 73% for cassava brown streak disease and 93% for cassava green mite [47].
Information on the accuracy (both in-field and on-screen) of Leaf Doctor, Pestoz, and Plantix has not been

made public while the on-screen accuracy of Tumaini was reported to range between 70% and 99% [46].
There is limited information on the comparison of digital diagnostic apps to other diagnostic methods,

however; the main alternative diagnostic method for plant diseases is through visual inspection of the plant
either by farmers or agricultural extension officers. Using a standard set of 170 single cassava leaf images,
Mrisho et al. [47] showed that PlantVillage Nuru could diagnose symptoms of diseases at an accuracy (64%)
higher than that of agricultural extension officers (50%) and cassava farmers (42%), suggesting that diagnostic
apps such as this could offer a means to improve the diagnostic capability of users. Nevertheless, compared
with other testing approaches, large amounts of data can be collected without significantly adding to the cost of
surveillance. As a result, these apps are already being used to map the occurrence and spread of pests and dis-
eases, which is contributing to forecasting and pest risk assessment (unpublished data).

Pathogen detection using field-portable VOCs sensors
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted from plants have recently emerged as noninvasive diagnostic
markers for the detection of pathogens and pests [48–52]. Laboratory-based techniques such as gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC–MS) [53] have slow turnaround times which have limited uptake.
Direct field measurement of plant biogenic VOCs allows a more accurate assessment of VOC fluxes emitted
under natural conditions, and several approaches have been explored in recent years.
Miniature GC–MS adapts the same detection mechanism as laboratory instruments: examples include the

ion mobility spectrometer (IMS) [54], the ion-trap MS (TMS) [55] and the differential mobility spectrometer
(DMS). A miniature GC-DMS device was developed for rapid differentiation of VOCs from healthy and
Phytophthora ramorum-infected rhododendron plants [56] and a fully automated light-weight GC device was
demonstrated to distinguish healthy and aphid-infested milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) with >90% accuracy [57].
Electronic-noses (e-noses) are artificial olfaction devices that utilise an array of cross-reactive gas sensors to

produce a fingerprint response to a given gaseous molecule or mixture without identifying individual

Figure 1. Smart phone applications facilitate wider access to diagnostic tools.

Example of the application of the PlantVillage Nuru App for identification of (A) cassava green mites and (B) Cassava mosaic

disease (CMD) in cassava leaves.
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compounds [58–60]. E-noses are appealing as in-field systems for the rapid detection of plant VOCs and have
been used for the diagnosis of diseases including fire blight (Erwinia amylovora) and blossom blight
(Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae) in asymptomatic apple trees [61–63] and early blight disease/gray mold
disease of tomato seedlings [64]. E-nose devices have several limitations restricting their adoption as a diagnos-
tic tool including signal drift, susceptibility to humidity, moderate sensitivity, complex data processing, and
high purchase cost.
A smartphone-based gas sensor developed for noninvasive diagnosis of plant diseases has been demonstrated

by Li et al. [65] (Figure 2A), combining brightfield smartphone microscopy with a paper-based colorimetric
chemical sensor array [66,67] to achieve high sensitivity for green leaf volatiles and phytohormones. This
device was able to identify late blight (P. infestans) in asymptomatic plants 2 days post inoculation and accur-
ately differentiate late blight from other pathogens. The integration of ‘wearable’ sensors on leaves or stems of
plants (Figure 2B), holds great promise for real-time and wireless monitoring of plant health [68,69], including
continuous monitoring of plant VOCs [70].

Protein diagnostic platform: lateral flow assay (LFA)
Lateral flow assays (LFAs) are simple, rapid, and cost-effective immunochromatographic tests (exemplified by
home pregnancy tests) that allow the detection of proteins of interest without the requirement for equipment
or technical expertise [71].
Lateral flow devices (LFDs) are composed of four overlapping membranes (sample pad, conjugate release

pad, membrane with antibodies (test pad), and adsorbent pad) on a plastic adhesive backing card (Figure 3A).
Antibodies that detect specific proteins or molecular markers are imprinted on the membranes. The accuracy
of LFAs depends on the specificity and efficacy of antibodies. Multiplexed LFAs (xLFAs) detect multiple
markers on the same strip (Figure 3B), enabling more efficient testing, although they are more difficult to
design without compromising specificity and sensitivity [72].
LFAs are well established within the agricultural sector for the detection of crop diseases [73]. Although

lacking in sensitivity for detecting low-density markers or pathogens in comparison with nucleic acid-based
diagnostics tests [74], LFAs are among the fastest and simplest tests available, facilitating rapid in-field decision-
making, without the need for equipment.
In addition to disease detection, LFAs can also be used for exploring complex traits that are linked to

control. Poor weed control due to herbicide resistance incurs significant costs; for example, herbicide resistant
black-grass (Alopecurus myosuroides) has been associated with U.K. wheat production losses of 1 million
tonnes per year [75]. The quick and reliable diagnosis of herbicide resistance is, therefore, an essential step to
improve weed control and minimise adverse effects on crop production and the farm economy [76,77]. For
instance, the early detection of a protein biomarker, black-grass glutathione-s-transferase phi (F) 1 and its
orthologues in rye-grass (Lolium rigidum), barren brome (Bromus sterilis), and meadow brome (Bromus com-
mutatus) using LFAs confirmed the existent of herbicide resistance in these species [78]. This kind of informa-
tion is invaluable for growers and consultants to adopt appropriate weed control measures.
There is a growing need for rapid tests such as xLFAs in agriculture for disease and resistance detection,

driven by the (re-)emergence of diseases and the need for the more sustainable application of fungicides, insec-
ticides, or herbicides. A digital agronomy system that combines results from LFAs and other tests to deliver an
interpretation of results and recommended actions would improve early diagnosis of problems and help with
farmer adoption of new technologies.

Nucleic acid-based detection methods
Detection methods which target a pathogen’s nucleic acid are able to target a particular species with very high
specificity and have the potential to be extremely sensitive [19,79]. In the laboratory, methods most commonly
use polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify a target-specific sequence. Most commonly PCR is implemen-
ted in a diagnostic setting as real-time PCR or quantitative PCR (qPCR), to improve throughput and limit
post-PCR contamination. These technologies (including the rapid cycling variants [80]) have been in use in
plant pests detection for over two decades [81].
PCR-based methods have been integrated into microfluidic ‘lab-on-a-chip’ devices which miniaturise amplifi-

cation and detection. This approach has been used to develop portable devices for the detection of plant
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pathogens [82,83]. However, the extraction processes needed to yield nucleic acid free from inhibitors either
add complexity to the system or require off-chip processing before testing.
Nucleic acid amplification methods which do not use PCR have potential advantages for field use [84].

Isothermal methods avoid the need for thermal cycling, allowing the use of less complex instruments or even

Figure 2. Miniaturised sensors enable in-field detection.

(A) A smartphone-based VOC sensor for early detection of late blight (P. infestans) and differentiation of early blight and

Septoria leaf spot on tomato [65]. (B) A carbon nanotube-graphite-based wearable sensor transferred onto the surface of a live

leaf [70].

Figure 3. Multiplexing enables more data to be generated from each sample.

Schematic representation of (A) single and (B) multiplexed lateral flow devices (LFDs). LFDs are strips in a plastic cassette.

Each strip is composed of four membranes (i.e. sample, conjugation, test and wick/adsorbent pad) on a plastic adhesive

backing card. The conjugation pad contains detection antibodies conjugated with nanoparticles (e.g. gold nanoparticles) that

are responsible for the visual read-out. The test pad is the location of the read-out. The crucial reaction on the test pad

happens within spatially defined zones (i.e. test and control zones) that contain specific recognition elements (i.e. capture and

secondary antibody). Single LFDs contain one test zone (i.e. one single test on one strip), while multiplexed LFDs

accommodate 2+ test zones (i.e. multiple tests on one single strip). The wick pad acts as bin, prevents backflow of excess

reagents, and maintains capillary flow.
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body heat to achieve reaction temperatures. This brings the potential for use in a wider range of environments
and integration into automated systems. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP), recombinase poly-
merase amplification (RPA), and helicase dependant amplification (HPA) are isothermal amplification methods
which have short reaction times (often 10–30 min) and tolerance of inhibitors co-extracted when simplified
sample preparation methods are used, making them well suited to in-field use [85,86].
Nucleic acid-based methods with the potential to be used outside the laboratory have been developed for

plant pathogens including viruses, bacteria, fungi, and oomycetes [87]. Most of these methods have been used
to test small samples of plant tissue with symptoms of disease with relatively low throughput, to confirm the
presence of a specific pest. Crude extraction methods have been developed which are well suited to processing
small samples of plant tissue (for example, a single or excised lesion). Expanding the use of on-site nucleic acid
testing to applications requiring detection of disease before the observation of symptoms will require the ability
to test larger samples, while retaining operational simplicity and a high level of sensitivity.
Simplicity for the end user is greatest in a fully automated system, such as platforms which combines an

aerial spore trap with periodic automated DNA-based testing for fungal crop diseases in a standalone
instrument.

DNA sequencing technologies
The ability to sequence all the nucleic acids in a sample allows a non-targeted approach to be taken, asking the
question ‘what is present in this sample?’ in contrast with targeted assays which ask, ‘is pathogen X present in
this sample?’. It is also possible to ask a semi-targeted question such as ‘which bacteria are in this sample?’
using metabarcoding, where only specific and taxa-discriminating genes are sequenced. The impact of high-
throughput sequencing (HTS) on plant health diagnostics has recently been reviewed [17].
HTS platforms produced by companies including Roche, Illumina, and Pacific Biosciences are generally

large, complex, and expensive in both capital and reagents costs, and they tend to reside in dedicated sequen-
cing laboratories. In 2014, Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) developed the MinION, the first portable
high-throughput sequencer, which can generate up to 30 Gb of data. More information on the MinION can be
found at https://nanoporetech.com/. Recent developments involving the Flongle (flowcell adapter) (Figure 4)
allow the MinION to use low-cost (< $100) mini flowcells, bringing the potential for use in diagnostic testing
in situations where other HTS platforms are impractical or too expensive. The low capital costs of the MinION
and the low cost of mini flowcells offers a potential application of this technology in low resource laboratories
allowing them to access the genomics revolution without the massive capital outlay of more traditional genome
sequencers. Use of the MinION has been demonstrated for the detection of plant-invading bacteria, viruses,
fungi, phytoplasma, and insects [88,89] and in virus surveillance in the field in Africa, although the error rate
was acknowledged as causing issues with phylogenetic analysis [90].
Most HTS platforms produce short DNA fragments, but the ONT and Pacific Biosciences platforms

sequence much larger fragments of DNA, allowing analysis of genotypes present in mixed populations.
Radhakrishnan et al. [91] demonstrated that ONT can be used to rapidly identify individual strains of the
wheat yellow rust pathogen, Puccinia striiformis f.sp. tritici (Pst). Compared with other HTS platforms, ONT
technology is uniquely suited for low resource settings, this facilitates an increase in surveillance for strains of
this damaging pathogen and enable more precise selection of appropriate varieties. Whilst there are examples
of researchers using the ONT platform in the field [90], more work on streamlining the protocols and data ana-
lysis is required for it to become a routine field test, used by non-specialists such as farmers or agronomists.

Potential of synthetic biology for self-reporting
Almost all the methods discussed so far, require users to actively interact with the technology. Active monitor-
ing can be laborious and time consuming [92], ultimately limiting uptake. Synthetic biology offers a potential
avenue for transitioning from active to passive monitoring via biosensor development [93], where devices are
set to monitor the area of interest. Synthetic biology provides a rapid and cost-effective workflow for the devel-
opment of diagnostic devices through engineering design principals applied to biological systems resulting in
short design-build-test cycles [94]. Engineered gene circuits can place complex technology in the hands of non-
expert operators and produce simple, informative outputs that can enable rapid, informed decisions [95]
(Figure 5A).
These circuits can be designed following a ‘top down’ (application driven) or ‘bottom up’ (reconstruction)

approach [96]. Of relevance to surveillance and in-field diagnostics is a recent shift from traditional cell-based
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deployment to cell-free systems (Figure 5B). This has the distinct advantage of not requiring the use of genetic-
ally modified organisms beyond the laboratory [97].
The use of easy to use, low-cost field diagnostics is already possible. A field-deployable biosensor utilising

riboswitches for the detection of fluoride in water samples that produces a visible colour change upon detection
of fluoride samples [98] has recently been deployed. The next challenge is to move from diagnostics to surveil-
lance. The potential to take such devices and embed them in materials, such as paper or hydrogels [99], allows
such diagnostics to become surveillance systems with a physical presence in the field rather than a complex spe-
cialist diagnostic (Figure 5C). The goal is to develop biosensors that can be embedded in the agricultural envir-
onment that monitor crop pathogens, or their vectors, and that are robust enough to handle complex samples

Figure 4. MinION sequencer with Flongle flowcell adapter and mini flowcell fitted. Also shows USB connection which

allows the device to be run from a laptop.

Figure 5. Cell-free synthetic gene circuits.

(A) Synthetic gene circuits can be designed to produce different outputs in response to a range of biotic and abiotic targets. In

this example, the circuit produces a blue signal in response to a viral RNA target. (B) Traditionally, such circuitry has been

designed and implemented in whole cells. Now, however, it is increasingly common to deploy such circuits in a cell-free

manner, by using prepared cell lysates from bacteria to perform these reactions. This obviates the need for the use of

genetically modified organisms outside a laboratory. (C) Recent developments have also demonstrated that these cell-free

reactions are compatible with a range of physical supports, including paper and hydrogel materials, allowing cell-free reactions

to be incorporated into these materials and utilise said materials as interaction surfaces. This opens the possibility of

developing materials with surveillance capabilities that can have a continuous presence in the field.
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such as soil or ground water, which can inhibit other diagnostic platforms, and other environmental challenges.
In an agricultural context, biosensors could be positioned in fields or storage sites and periodically checked for
produced indicators of environmental change, such as pathogen presence.

Discussion
All the technologies discussed have the potential to enhance the detection of pests and demonstrate a great
potential to support plant biosecurity and surveillance. However, no single technology can be used for all pests
in all scenarios. The adoption of an interdisciplinary approach from the outset is important to achieve overall
aims. Bringing together scientists from different disciplines along with stakeholders (inspectors, extension offi-
cers, industry, and farmers) to facilitate efficient cocreation will ensure that technologies being designed are
fit-for-purpose and should facilitate rapid deployment trajectories that are paramount for success.
A significant benefit of the technologies described in this review is that they all provide an opportunity to

move diagnostics away from centralised reference laboratories, providing data directly to end users either in the
field or in remote or less well-equipped laboratories. As a result, it is crucial that field inspectors, farmers and
other users of the technology are prepared to deal with the results and make rapid decisions effectively.
Currently, there is a gap for some technologies where the data outputs are complex and not easily interpreted
by end users. Other technologies such as the PlantVillage Nuru app include interpretation of data through to
the point of recommending actions. The use of smartphones as an approach to turn data into actionable
knowledge is a trend likely to accelerate, helping with the adoption of new technologies by end user
communities.
Deploying multiple technologies to create an overall surveillance system is also likely to be an

important future trend (Figure 6), since no single technology can provide all the solutions to achieve effective
disease surveillance outcomes. As an example, satellite or drone imaging data could be used to locate areas of
crops which are experiencing biotic and/or abiotic stress. Although the data may not be sufficiently specific to
identify individual pests, it can be used to direct the attention of growers or inspectors to the stressed plants for
further analysis. In the field, smartphone technology could be used to screen large numbers of samples and
provide a diagnosis based on symptoms. In situations where species or strain level information is required, the
smartphone app could identify the best samples to test using high specificity LFA or DNA technologies, redu-
cing the number of samples to be analysed and potentially providing a ‘triage’ of which additional tests should
be used. This strategy would accelerate the decision-making process and timely deployment of mitigation
measures.
Integration of technologies and combining data from different platforms to achieve an overall aim, rather

than using them sequentially or in tandem, may also be desirable. Furthermore, combining data on pests (pres-
ence, abundance, strain, resistance genotype, etc.), with information on actions taken by end users (for
example, the spray programme used) and subsequent outcomes (i.e. effectiveness of a management action)
could facilitate the use of machine learning algorithms to modify and improve on the recommended action for
the control of specific pests, ultimately creating a ‘digital agronomist’ that can act on data and is able to learn
from the outcomes of those actions. Combining data to facilitate complex decision-making, however, may need
remote data analysis due to the computing power required. The lack of internet access in rural communities
may hinder the uptake of these approaches, and this should be addressed to maximise accessibility.
Automation will be crucial in building effective surveillance systems to provide early warning of the presence

of a pest. End users such as farmers, inspectors and extension officers are typically time poor, and expecting
them to invest large amounts of time into surveillance for pests is unrealistic except for the highest value pro-
blems. This is likely to reduce uptake and drive the adoption of smaller surveillance networks, undermining the
value of the results from the system. The use of automation and wireless data transfer should improve the
uptake of the technologies, though it will also likely create a trade-off, where reduced time input necessitates
greater capital expenditure associated with automated systems.
A distinction can be made between methods regarding capital and running costs. Some methods require the

purchase of capital equipment (e.g. VOC, image, and spectral analysis platforms) but have no or limited
requirement for consumables. Thus the upfront cost facilitates the testing of many more samples. Other techni-
ques (e.g. LFAs) have no requirement for capital equipment, and every test generates a cost to the user. Finally,
there are approaches that have both capital and on-going consumable costs (e.g. DNA methods such as HTS or
LAMP), where the manufacturer can build a pricing structure. The co-creation process should seek to
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determine whether capital and/or running costs could form an insurmountable barrier to adoption for the
intended end users.
Methods that require many tests to be performed are often used to provide a time series or spatial represen-

tation of the presence/absence of a pest, and much of the cost necessarily derives from tests which yield nega-
tive results. Sensors that are triggered only upon the presence of the pathogen would be hugely beneficial for
these scenarios. This is something that may be achievable using synthetic biology approaches, mimicking the
early processes that enable a plant to recognize pests. Harnessing these interactions in a self-reporting system
would create a sensor that reports only in the presence of the pest, without on-going consumables costs while
the pest is absent.
Innovations in technology are providing a great array of tools to enable surveillance in support of biosecurity

and control of endemic pests. These have been driven forward by various advances including the availability of
portable platforms for DNA analysis, accessibility of remote spectral data at a meaningful resolution and the
availability of smartphones for analysing and disseminating information to end users. Future developments will
be driven by the need for automated/real-time data collection and improved interpretation (i.e. actions not
risks). Adoption will depend on improved engagement with end users and economic data on the benefits of
increased use of the knowledge provided by surveillance systems in farming and biosecurity.

Figure 6. Integration of different technologies to support plant biosecurity and surveillance.

Centre: two main scenarios are represented; biosecurity (port and airport) and in-field surveillance (glasshouse and field). The

technologies represented are (A) remote sensing; (B) smartphone-based detection; (C) plant VOCs detection; (D) LFA detection

of proteins, (E) targeted and automated DNA detection and (F) High-throughput sequencing technologies.
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Summary
• Plant pests and pathogens cause significant economic losses and pose a significant con-

straint to agricultural productivity.

• Innovations in technology are providing a great array of tools to enable surveillance in support
of biosecurity and control of endemic pests.

• Integration of technologies and combining data from different platforms is paramount to
create an overall surveillance system.

• Automation will be crucial in building effective surveillance systems to provide early warning of
the presence of a pest.
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